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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the steps taken to add a new data standard, in this case ADaM 2.1, into SAS Clinical
Standards Toolkit. By following the steps and processes defined here, users of the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit to
will be able to implement their own data standard.

INTRODUCTION
The ADaM Implementation Guide Version 1.0   released in December 2009 contains the latest information from the
Clinical Data Information Standards Consortium (CDISC) for ADaM 2.1. These guidelines are used to generate the
metadata for the ADaM data sets. The SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit version 1.4 has implemented this model so that
customers can validate their ADaM data sets against these standardized inputs. This paper will describe the process
SAS used to implement the ADaM model in Toolkit.

WHAT IS THE SAS CLINICAL STANDARDS TOOLKIT?
The Clinical Standards Toolkit (Toolkit) is an open-source solution designed to support SAS programmers in the
clinical research industry. Most of the code is either base SAS or SAS macro code and is shipped with SAS
beginning with Version 9.2; for XML-based standards some JAVA and XSLT code is used. Toolkit is a SAS-based
solution for SAS users and is designed for two primary purposes:
x
x

To provide SAS-based implementations of evolving clinical data standards
To provide a framework that exploits these standards to meet common clinical research analysis and
submission requirements.

Currently, the Toolkit supports only standards developed by CDISC. However, there is nothing in the product design
that limits support of other standards, and it is anticipated that both current users and future Toolkit releases will
support non-CDISC clinically-related standards.
Given that study design, data collection, and analysis and submission requirements of each research protocol are
unique, and that Toolkit provides libraries of open-source SAS macros and code, user customization is expected and
encouraged.

INITIALIZATION OF A NEW STANDARD IN TOOLKIT
A new standard, whether it is a company standard, a CDISC standard, or Controlled Terminology has to be
registered to take advantage of the functionality offered by the Toolkit. In order to register a standard to the Toolkit,
the following three steps are required.
1.
2.
3.

Create a folder structure in the Toolkit cstGlobalLibrary directory.
Create the required data sets needed by the Toolkit.
Register the standard to the Toolkit.

Each step is detailed below for the creation of the ADaM 2.1 data standard currently registered with Toolkit 1.4.
These steps can be used to register any standard to the Toolkit. Currently there are three types of standards loaded
into the Toolkit, each requiring their own unique requirements within Toolkit. These three types are Data (such as
SDTM 3.1.2, ADaM 2.1), Controlled Terminology (as supplied by the National Cancer Institute (NCI) and can also
include dictionaries such as MedDRA), and XML standards (such as ODM or CRT-DDS). Given the space constraints
of this paper, it will only deal with implementing a data standard to the Toolkit.
For more detailed information about the ADaM model and its implementation, the reader is referred to the Toolkit 1.4
User documentation.
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CREATION OF THE FOLDER STRUCTURE IN THE CSTGLOBALLIBRARY DIRECTORY

  
In a default installation of Toolkit on Windows, the Toolkit global library is
installed under C:\cstGlobalLibrary. Under the standards folder are
standard specific folders for each standard registered to the Toolkit, in the
example to the left we see cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4, cdisc-crtdds-1.0-1,4, etc.
These are naming conventions used by the Toolkit and are not needed for
custom data standards. Under the standard specific folder for ADaM 2.1
the \control, \macros, \messages, \metadata, \programs, and
\validation\control subfolders were created. Custom directories can be
created for custom standards.
How do we know what is needed here? At a minimum the \control
subfolder is required and contains the standards data set. Depending on
information provided to the standards.sas7bdat data set about the
standard will determine which folders and files are required in the Toolkit.
6HHGLVFXVVLRQEHORZLQ³&reation of the Toolkit metadata/data files´.
The \control subfolder contains data sets specific to information about the
standard. The \macros subfolder contains SAS macro programs
developed specifically for the ADaM standard. The \messages subfolder
contains the messages data set used for reporting and validation of the
standard. The \metadata subfolder contains information specific to any
data modeling used by the standard. For ADaM this subfolder contains
6$6¶LQWHUSUHWDWLRQRIWKH$'D0,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ*XLGe as provided by
&',6&DQGLVFRQVLGHUHGWKH³JROG´VWDQGDUGIRUWKH$'D0PRGHOZLWKLQ7RRONLW7KH \programs folder contains any
SAS programs used to register the model and any property files that are used by the Toolkit. The \validation\control
subfolder contains the validation data for the standard and is used in the Toolkit validation process. As with the
contents of the \PHWDGDWDVXEIROGHUWKLVGDWDLVFRQVLGHUHGWKH³JROG´VWDQGDUGIRU$'D0
For initial data standard setup the user is required to create any needed folder structures. Once these folders are in
place, they will need to be populated with the required data sets, macros, programs, and/or property files. Currently
Toolkit does not provide a tool that creates and populates these for customized data standards.
CREATION OF THE TOOLKIT METADATA/DATA FILES

When initializing a data standard, what files are required by Toolkit? At a minimum, Toolkit requires the following data
sets:
x
x

standards
standardsasreferences

Information provided to the standards.sas7bdat data set will determine the data sets and files needed to properly
register a standard to the Toolkit. There are 5 columns in the standards data set that require a Y/N response, the
values of three of these columns will determine the data set or file requirements for the Toolkit.
Is this the default version for the standard (Y/N)? [isstandarddefault]
This value is used to set the standard as the default standard if more than one version of the standard
exists.
Is this standard part of the CST Framework (Y/N)? [iscstframework]
This value will always be N for a data standard
Is this a data standard (Y/N)? [isdatastandard]
For any data standard (ie ADaM, SDTM, etc) this value is Y. When set to Y the \metadata subfolder is
required. Within the \metadata folder the following data sets are required at a minimum: The
reference_columns and reference_tables data sets. If the standard \programs, \messages, and \macros
subfolders MAY be required if the user decides to use initialization files (\programs), write standard specific
macro programs (\macros), and/or provide a standard specific messages data set for any user written
reports (\messages). For ADaM 2.1 all of these criteria were met during its implementation.
Standard supports validation (Y/N)? [supportsvalidation]
If the standard will undergo any form of automated validation within the Toolkit, this value needs to be set to
Y. This requires the existence of the \validation\control and the \messages subfolders. ADaM 2.1 has a set
of validations that are supplied by CDISC.
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Is this an xml-based standard (Y/N)? [isxmlstandard]
Since ADaM is not an XML based standard this is set to N. XML based
standards such as ODM or CRT-DDS would be set to Y. A Y response
here requires additional folder structure and the inclusion of XML
transform code (*.xsl) and XML stylesheet information. In the figure at
the left a corresponding standard, in this case ODM, would require a
folder structure in the \schema-repository subfolder and a schema file.
It would also require a corresponding set of \<standard>\<standard
version> and corresponding \export and \import subfolders in the \xslrepository subfolder. Any export or import transforms would be stored
here.
XML based standards will not be discussed in this paper, this
information is offered for reference only.

Following are the files shipped with Toolkit that were needed to implement the ADaM model. A brief description is
included with each file. All columns are shown for each data set but not all of the content is shown. When
implementing a customized data standard, the number of files may be different and the content will definitely be
different. The files and metadata that constitute a standard vary from standard to standard. Use the files that define
each standard, found in <global library>/standards/<standard> as templates, adding your customizations. You can
rename or otherwise introduce your own subfolders and files that constitute each standard.
When creating these files for customized standards, it is suggested that the naming convention of the Toolkit tables
and columns not be changed. Data sets and files created by the user to mimic those existing in Toolkit should follow
structure as specified within the Toolkit to ensure proper function and facilitate easier implementation.

  

  

  

Standards.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\control) contains metadata about
the ADaM model that is used by the Toolkit. This information is used to register a standard to the Toolkit. This is a
one observation data set.

  

  
Standardsasreferences.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\control) contains
metadata telling Toolkit where things are located for the ADaM standard. This data set is used to standardize values
in a sasreferences data set and is specific to the ADaM model registered to Toolkit. When running a process, if the
VDVUHIHUHQFHVGDWDVHWKDVEODQNYDOXHVWKH\ZLOOEHSRSXODWHGZLWKWKHYDOXHVIURPWKLV³VWDQGDUG´VDVUHIHUHQFHV
This allows standard ADaM settings to be global and shared across studies.
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Standardlookup.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\control) provides a
mechanism to capture valid values for discrete variables in the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit metadata files. This
data set supports such tasks as validating the content of the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit metadata files and
providing selectable values in the user interfaces of other tools and solutions.

  

  
Messages.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\messages) contains the
descriptive text used by the Toolkit validation process as well as the reporting process. This information can be
gathered from several sources, such as any standard specific validation implementation guide, public domain
validation products (such as WebSDM or OpenCDISC), or provided by the user.

Class_columns.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\metadata) is provided by
®
Toolkit as an input to the SAS Clinical Data Integration product. Currently it is not needed in the base functionality
provided by Toolkit. Information from this data set is used to populate drop down windows in the Clinical Data
Integration product. This data set would not be needed for a customized data standard running in Toolkit.
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Class_tables.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\metadata) is provided by Toolkit
®
as an input to the SAS Clinical Data Integration product. Currently it is not needed in the base functionality provided
by Toolkit. Information from this data set is used to populate drop down windows in the Clinical Data Integration
product. This data set would not be needed for a customized data standard running in Toolkit.

References_columns.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\metadata) contains
metadata about all of the columns registered in the ADaM standard within Toolkit. This information is derived from
the ADaM Implementation Guide (V2.1) and is the SAS interpretation of the ADaM model. This information can be
modified by the user if required. An example may be the need to change the length of a column. Reference_columns
LV FRQVLGHUHG ³WKH JROG VWDQGDUG´ DQG, as such, only one should exist for each standard. Many of the ADaM
validations will compare the study data metadata back to the reference standard metadata to validate conformity.

Reference_tables.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\metadata) contains
metadata about all of the tables registered in the ADaM standard within Toolkit. This information is derived from the
ADaM Implementation Guide (V2.1) and is the SAS interpretation of the ADaM model. Currently there are three
tables defined in reference_tables: ADSL (ADaM Subject Level), BDS (Basic Data Structure), and RESULTS. This
LQIRUPDWLRQFDQEHPRGLILHGE\WKHXVHULIUHTXLUHG5HIHUHQFHBWDEOHVLVFRQVLGHUHG³WKHJROGVWDQGDUG´DQGRQO\RQH
should exist for each standard. Many of the validations will compare the study data metadata back to the reference
standard metadata to validate conformity.
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Validation_domainsbycheck.sas7bdat (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\ validation\
control) contains records for each domain that is to be validated by each check in the Validation Master data set. This
data set is used by the reporting tools that are provided with the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit to report domainspecific errors. It is also available to other programs and applications that might need to subset checks that are
applicable to specific domains. The version of the Validation_domainsbycheck data set that is supplied by SAS is
built from the version of the Validation Master data set that is also supplied by SAS. If the tableScope and
columnScope columns are modified, then the Validation_domainsbycheck data set must also be modified or rebuilt.

Validation_master.sas7bdat
(stored
in
C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\validation\control)
contains information needed to implement the Toolkit validation process for ADam 2.1. This contains all of the
validations that are available for the registered standard. Just like the reference_tables and reference_columns data
sets, there should only be one copy of this file for each data standard. Some of the key elements in this data set
include the ³9alidation check identifier´ [checkid], a unique ID for each check and it is also used to retrieve the
corresponding PHVVDJH IURP WKH PHVVDJHV GDWD VHW 7KH ³6$6 macro module name´ [codesource] provides the
name of the SAS Toolkit YDOLGDWLRQ PDFUR XVHG WR SHUIRUP WKH VSHFLILF FKHFN ³'RPDLQVGDWD VHWV WR ZKLFK FKHFN
DSSOLHV´ [tablescope] provides a list of the data sets being validated by the specific check (_ALL_ is a keyword used
by Toolkit to specify that every data set is validated). ³&ROXPQWRZKLFKFKHFNDSSOLHV´>FROXPQVFRSH@SURYLGHV the
columns being evaluated by the validation check. ³&RGHORJLFXVHGZLWKLQFRGH´ [codelogic] provides SAS code for
those macros that require it. Depending on the macro, this could be a SAS statement (ie a single line of code) or a
complete data step (or proc sql statement). Information in this data set can also be modified to suit the needs of the
user. Information used to populate this data set was provided by the CDISC ADaM Validation Checks Version 1.0
and Version 1.1 documents.

Property files are used in the Toolkit to set values for standard level global macro variables used throughout the
Toolkit. This is used to facilitate reuse and standardize information consumed by the Toolkit. Users can also modify
or add to these values based on their needs. Currently there are 3 property files shipped with Toolkit for ADaM,
initialize, validation, and report.
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Initialize.properties (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\
cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\programs) contains generic information used
to initially setup the standard in Toolkit. For ADaM 2.1 Toolkit sets
the subject columns to uniquely identify subjects and sets the temporary table and column metadata files as work
files.
Report.properties (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\cdiscadam-2.1-1.4\programs) contains a default value for the report file
extension. Currently in Toolkit 1.4 only PDF, HTML, and CVS file
types are supported.
Validation.properties (stored in C:\cstGlobalLibrary\standards\
cdisc-adam-2.1-1.4\programs) contains default values for the
global macro variables used in the validation and reporting
processes. For a more in depth review of this information please
refer to the Clinical Standards Toolkit User documentation.
REGISTER THE STANDARD

After the directory hierarchy and the metadata files have been created and verified, the standard must now be
registered to the Toolkit. ADaM 2.1 is shipped with SAS 9.3 and registered to the Toolkit during the installation
process. The following steps are not needed for ADaM, but are presented here so the user has a more complete
understanding of the process if a customized standard is being loaded into Toolkit. The following code defines and
registers a new standard. The code can also be used to register a new version of an existing standard.

  
/*Step  1.  Ensure  that  the  macro  variable  pointing  to  the  global  standards  library  exists.*/  
  
%cstutil_setcstgroot;;  

  

/*Step  2.  Register  the  standard  with  the  Toolkit  global  standards  library*/  
  
%cst_registerStandard(  _cstRootPath=%nrstr(&_cstGRoot./standards/myStandard),  
                                              _cstControlSubPath=control,  
                                              _cstStdDSName=standards,    
                                              _cstStdSASRefsDSName=StandardSASReferences);;  

  

Step 1 ensures that the macro variable that contains the global standards library path is set. Step 2 registers the
standard by passing the following information:
x
x
x

The main path to the directory that contains the standard version's files.
The path to the registration data sets that are used to populate the global standards library metadata data
sets. This is the name of the subfolder in the _cstRootPath parameter value.
The names of the Standards and StandardSASReferences data sets. These data sets have the same
structure as the data sets in the global standards library metadata directory. Both of these data sets are
required to define a new standard or a new version of a standard.

The _cstRootPath parameter uses %nrstr(&_cstGRoot) so that the &_cstGRoot is registered as a macro variable.
This specification allows the global standards library to be moved or copied without reregistering the full path of the
new standard.

ADAM SAMPLE STUDY
Sample ADaM data was derived from the SAS Toolkit SDTM 3.1.2 sample domains as well as the examples from the
CDISC ADaM Pilot study conducted a few years back. In addition, mock tables were created so that the ADaM data
could be manipulated to produce analysis tables as well as tesWLQJWKH ³RQH SURF DZD\´ LQWHQWRI $'D0 and these
tables were used to produce the report metadata for ADaM. The ADaM data sets used with the Toolkit are ADSL,
ADQS, and ADAE. These files are shipped with the ADaM sample study and are located at: C:\Program
Files\SASHome\SASClinicalStandardsToolkitADaM21\1.4\sample\cdisc-adam-2.1\sascstdemodata\data.

x ADSL ± Contains the subject level data and is based on the ADSL metadata supplied in the CDIS ADaM
implementation guide.  
x ADQS ± Contains questionnaire data and is based on the BDS metadata as supplied by CDISC.  
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x ADAE ± Contains adverse event data and is based on The ADaM Data Structure for Adverse Event Analysis
Version 1.0 supplemental document release by CDISC on February 2, 2011.  
  
Currently there are no tools supplied with the Toolkit to perform the creation of populated ADaM data sets, however
®
these data sets can be generated using the SAS Clinical Data Integration product.

  
ADAM VALIDATION
ADaM validation required the creation of a validation_master data set as described earlier in this paper. ADaM
presented a unique problem to the developers at SAS. It was the first model implemented in the Toolkit that
performed cross standard validation. In other words, the ADaM model required specific checks between metadata
and data against the SDTM model. Since Toolkit validation is driven my SAS macros, this required the creation of
³FURVV VWDQGDUG´ YDOLGDWLRQ PDFURV Earlier versions of the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit did not need to address
cross standards validation and, therefore, macros to handle these were not developed. With the release of the SAS
Clinical Standards Toolkit 1.4, two macros were developed: cstcheck_crossstdcomparedomains.sas and
cstcheck_crossstdmetamismatch.sas. These macros are located in !sasroot/cstframework/sasmacro.
cstcheck_crossstdcomparedomains.sas
The cstcheck_crossstdcomparedomains macro generally compares values for one or more columns in one table
against either those same columns in another domain in another standard, or compares values against metadata
from the comparison standard. The macro requires use of codelogic as a full DATA step or PROC SQL invocation.
This DATA or SQL step assumes as input a work copy of the column metadata data set returned by the
cstutil_buildcollist macro. Any resulting records in the derived data set represent errors to be reported.
Example validation checks that use this macro are these:
x
ADaM subject not found in the SDTM dm domain
x
ADaM SDTM domain reference (for traceability) but the SDTM domain is unknown.
An ADaM 2.1 validation check that uses this macro is ADAM0053 and the rule description for this check, taken from
the CDISC ADaM Validation document, reads as follows: ³Invalid STUDYID/USUBJID combination not found in the
SDTM Demographics domain.´
The message text for this check is this: ³7KHYDOXHVRI868%-,'DUHQRWSUHVHQWLQ6'70'0´
Here is sample code from the codelogic field from the ADaM 2.1 validation_master data set for validation ADAM0053.
In the example below, &_cstSQLColList and &_cstCrossDataLib are generated by the macro prior to execution of
codelogic.
proc  sql  noprint;;  
    create  table  work._cstproblems  as    
        select  &_cstSQLColList  from  &_cstDSName    
        except  select  &_cstSQLColList  from  &_cstCrossDataLib..dm;;  
quit;;  

cstcheck_crossstdmetamismatch.sas
The cstcheck_crossstdmetamismatch macro identifies inconsistencies between metadata across registered
standards. The macro requires use of _cstCodeLogic as a full DATA step or PROC SQL invocation. This DATA or
SQL step assumes as input a work copy of the column metadata data set returned by the cstutil_buildcollist macro.
Any resulting records in the derived data set represent errors to be reported.
Assumptions:
x
No data content is accessed for this check.
x
Both study and reference metadata are available to assess compliance.
x
_cstProblems includes two columns (plus any others, as needed). The mnemonics come from the Global
Library standards data set:
o
o

&_cstStMnemonic._value (For example, ADAM_value containing the value of the column of interest
from the primary standard.)
&_cstCrMnemonic._value (For example, SDTM_value containing the value of the column of
interest from the comparison standard.)
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Required global macro variables:
x
_cstcrossstd: The name of the comparison standard, this is also used as a parameter to initialize
_cstCrMnemonic above.
x
_cstcrossstdver: The version of the comparison standard
x
_cstrunstd: The primary standard, this is also used as a parameter to initialize _cstStMnemonic above.
x
_cstrunstdver: The version of the primary standard
An ADaM 2.1 validation check that uses this macro is ADAM0002 and the rule description for this check, taken from
the CDISC ADaM Validation document reads as follows: ³$Q\$'D0YDULDEOHZKRVHQDPHLVWKHVDPHDVDQ6'70
variable PXVWEHDFRS\RIWKH6'70YDULDEOHDQGLWVODEHODQGYDOXHVPXVWQRWEHPRGLILHG´
The message text for this check is: ³$ YDULDEOH LV SUHVHQW LQ $'D0 ZLWK WKH VDPH QDPH DV D YDULDEOH SUHVHQW LQ
6'70EXWWKHYDULDEOHVGRQRWKDYHLGHQWLFDOODEHOV´
Here is sample code from the codelogic field from the ADaM 2.1 validation_master data set for validation ADAM0002.
In the example below &_cstStMnemonic=ADAM and &_cstCrMnemonic=SDTM.
%let  _cstAttr=label;;  
proc  sql  noprint;;  
    create  table  work._cstProblems  as    
        select  &_cstStMnemonic..table,  &_cstStMnemonic..column,    
                      &_cstStMnemonic..&_cstAttr  as  &_cstStMnemonic._value,    
                      &_cstCrMnemonic..&_cstAttr  as  &_cstCrMnemonic._value  
    from  work._cstcolumnmetadata  &_cstStMnemonic  left  join    
        work._cstcrosscolumnmetadata  &_cstCrMnemonic    
        on  upcase(&_cstStMnemonic..column)=upcase(&_cstCrMnemonic..column)    
        where  &_cstCrMnemonic..column  ne  ""  and  
                  (&_cstStMnemonic..&_cstAttr  ne  &_cstCrMnemonic..&_cstAttr);;  
quit;;  

  
SAMPLE STUDY (CSR) REPORT ILLUSTRATING USE OF REPORT/RESULTS METADATA
The CDISC ADaM Document provides specifications for the structure and content of analysis data sets, as well as a
suggested metadata format for documenting the analysis results generated that use the analysis data sets. Analysis
results metadata describe the major attributes of a specified analysis result found in a clinical study report or
submission, and support traceability from a result used in a statistical display to the data in the analysis data sets.
The SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit representation of the ADaM standard includes a sample implementation of an
analysis reporting methodology.   The sample reporting methodology provided within the SAS Clinical Standards
Toolkit is intended to be representative of similar industry methodologies. The intent is not to provide a definitive
methodology, but to illustrate the interaction of reporting components through adoption of the ADaM standard.
Key Clinical Trial Reporting Components Addressed in Toolkit
Analysis Results (Tables, Figures, and Listings)
The set of statistical displays (for example, text, tabular or
graphical presentation of results) or inferential statements
such as p-values or estimates of treatment effect.
TFL Metadata (to include table shells)
Commonly pURYLGHGDV³WDEOHVKHOOV´ZKLFKSURYLGH
templates for the statistical displays. May also include
display-specific metadata (often as Microsoft Excel files)
used by the analysis programs to generate the displays.
Analysis Results Metadata
Defined by the Analysis Data Model Document, Section
5.3.
Analysis Programs
Programming code to use the analysis data sets (and
optionally TFL metadata) to create the analysis results.
The majority of the files supporting the ADaM sample reporting methodology provided by the SAS Clinical Standards
Toolkit reside in the ADaM analysis folder located at: !sasroot/../SASClinicalStandardsToolkitADaM21/1.4/sample/
cdisc-adam-2.1/sascstdemodata/analysis.
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At left is an illustration of the ADaM Analysis folder hierarchy. Here are
some of the noteworthy folders:
The code subfolder contains the code to create each statistical display.
This corresponds to the Analysis Programs component described in the
table above.
The data subfolder contains the display-specific metadata noted in the
TFL Metadata component described in the table above.
The documents subfolder contains table shells for the TFL Metadata
component.
The results folder contains several sample statistical displays, which
correspond to the Analysis Results component.
TFL Metatatdata
A common industry reporting strategy is to create table shells, or templates, which specify the desired output for each
statistical display. The SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit provides several sample table shells in this file:
!sasroot/../SASClinicalStandardsToolkitADaM21/1.4/sample/cdisc-adam-2.1/sascstdemodata/analysis/documents/
Mock_tables_shells.pdf.  

  

One of these displays, a table reporting patient demographics (Table 14.2.01), is presented here:

The elements of each table shell (for example, titles, footnotes, headings, column and row labels, cell formatting, and
so on) are sometimes captured in a metadata format, often in Microsoft Excel files. The usual intent is to create a set
of reporting macros that can generate analysis reports based upon metadata, such that changes in metadata are all
that are required to modify and rerun any report. For the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit 1.4, a sample set of
metadata is included that illustrates the use of such metadata within the ADaM reporting environment. This
supplemental metadata is provided in this file: !sasroot/../SASClinicalStandardsToolkitADaM21/1.4/ sample/cdiscadam-2.1/sascstdemodata/metadata/tlfddt.xml.  
To interpret this metadata, a sample SAS XML map file (tlfddt.map) is provided in the same folder. SAS data sets,
representing this XML metadata, are provided in the library of SAS files found in the folder located in: !sasroot/../
SASClinicalStandardsToolkitADaM21/1.4/sample/cdisc-adam-2.1/sascstdemodata/ analysis/data.  
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The following figures provide examples of some of the metadata
available in the source XML files that have been extracted into SAS
data sets. At left is the Tlf_index data set providing the data set
names, the keys, and the metadata type associated with the table.

Pictured below is the Tlf_master data set. Row 1 of the Tlf_master data set describes a centered landscape table and
where the generating code can be found. The titles for that table are provided in the Tfl_titles file displayed below
Tlf_master. Note that these correspond to the Table Shell titles as specified in the table above.

Analysis Programs
The analysis program to generate the sample Table 14.2.01 is located in this folder: !sasroot/../
SASClinicalStandardsToolkitADaM21/1.4/sample/cdisc-adam-2.1/sascstdemodata/ analysis/code. Two versions are
provided:
x
x

Table_14.2.01.sas uses the TFL metadata described above.
Table_14.2.01_nomd.sas does not rely on the presence of the TFL metadata to generate the report output.

As noted above, these sample analysis programs do not fully use the sample TFL metadata that has been defined
and made available in the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit. The basic coding strategy adopted with each SAS Clinical
Standards Toolkit sample analysis program is to build each section (one or more row combinations) and to
concatenate these sections into a single input file used by PROC REPORT.
A sample driver module is provided to perform the process setup, to define (or reference) the sasreferences data set,
to perform any required report setup, and to call the generic ADaM reporting macro adam_createdisplay(). This driver
located in this folder: !sasroot/../SASClinicalStandardsToolkitADaM21/1.4/sample/cdisc-adam2.1/sascstdemodata/
programs/analyze_data.sas. Within this driver, a call is made to adam_createdisplay() for each analysis report to be
produced:
%adam_createdisplay  
(displaysrc=Metadata,useanalysisresults=N,usetlfddt=Y,displayid=%str(Table_14.2.01));;  

To automate this process to create all analysis reports for a study, it would be necessary to cycle through any
available metadata as listed in the Tlf_master data set above to construct multiple calls to the adam_createdisplay
macro. The adam_createdisplay macro header provides an overview of the macro functionality and a summary of the
defined macro parameters.

FUTURE GENERATION OF DEFINE.XML
As of the writing of this paper the define.xml specifications for ADaM are unpublished. SAS has created its own
interpretation of the components of the define.xml for use with ODM and CRT-DDS and there is nothing in this design
that would prevent the user from creating the ADaM define.xml. Once the specification is published, SAS will develop
the necessary Toolkit modules to generate the define file.

  
CONCLUSION
6$6&OLQLFDO7RRONLWLVDWRROGHVLJQHGWRLPSOHPHQWPDQDJHDQGYDOLGDWHDFRPSDQ\¶VVWandard. Its use of open
SAS code in the form of macros, base SAS, and SAS data sets, allows users to customize and model the Toolkit to fit
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their needs. This paper addressed the thought process of SAS developers in implementing ADaM 2.1 and the new
challenges presented by that model. New validation macros were developed to handle cross standard type validation
checks and the introduction of reporting metadata was demonstrated within the product. Since the Toolkit is SAS
based, users are encouraged to create their own macros and implement their own metadata within the product.

    
FURTHER READING

x
x
x
x
x

CDISC  Analysis  Data  Model,  Version  2.1  available  at  www.cdisc.org/adam  
CDISC  ADaM  Implementation  Guide,  Version  1.0  available  at  www.cdisc.org/adam  
CDISC  ADaM  Basic  Data  Structure  for  Time-‐to-‐Event  Analysis  1.0  at  www.cdisc.org/adam  
The  ADaM  Data  Structure  for  Adverse  Event  Analysis  Version  1.0  Prepared  by  the  CDISC  Analysis  
Data  Model  Team  (ADaM)  
^^ůŝŶŝĐĂů^ƚĂŶĚĂƌĚƐdŽŽůŬŝƚsϭ͘ϰhƐĞƌ͛Ɛ'ƵŝĚĞ  
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